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Delta Temporalities: Choked and Tangled Futures in the
Sundarbans
Jason Cons

University of Texas at Austin, USA

ABSTRACT
This paper offers an ethnographic engagement with the present and futures of
Bangladesh’s southwest delta. The southwest – which houses the Sundarbans, the
world’s largest remaining mangrove forest – is at once profoundly vulnerable to
climate change and a site critical to Bangladesh’s economic development. It figures
thus both as a space of optimistic industrial growth and planetary threat. I explore
what I call delta temporalities – the dissonant and possibly incommensurate
imaginations of the future, and more importantly the projects seeking to bring them
about, that proliferate in and shape the delta’s fragile ecology in the present.
Tracing tensions between conservation initiatives, dredging projects that attempt to
keep rivers flowing for shipping and transportation, and new industrial and energy
infrastructure projects, this paper reveals how and why the southwest – and deltas
more broadly – have become key chokepoints of the Anthropocene, zones where
the future itself becomes blocked and the present imperilled.

KEYWORDS Temporality; chokepoints; infrastructure; climate change; deltas

The problem with the present is That it’s always in a state of vanishing
—Billy Collins, The Present

In the winter of 2018, as we were travelling in Bangladesh’s southwest delta region,
Riton, my research assistant, offered to show me an abandoned house that captured
what he described as the perfect image of climate vulnerability. ‘It is falling down, sur-
rounded by water,’ he told me, ‘The people who live there are so vulnerable. It makes a
great photograph of climate refugees.’ When we arrived, the house was situated on an
eroding embankment. It was made of inexpensive and ready-to-hand materials:
bamboo poles for the frame and golpata fronds for the roof. Teetering on the brink,
it threatened to collapse into the river, seemingly at any moment. The house was, as
Riton pointed out, a good ‘photo opportunity’ – a striking illustration of climate vulner-
ability. Ephemeral in design and deserted, except for several children playing on the
bank, it spoke dramatically of the precarity experienced by many landless families
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living in the delta. Those who live in such structures, of course, have their own stories to
tell about precarity and environmental change in Bangladesh and their own relationship
to images that frame their pasts, presents, and futures (Harms 2018). But, as Riton’s
comment suggested, the house itself, or rather, its image, also spoke more broadly
about the imagination of Bangladesh in the contemporary moment, signifying impend-
ing environmental catastrophe writ small. With Riton’s encouragement, I dutifully
snapped its picture (see Figure 1).

If the resultant photo called to mind a set of tropes that have become commonplace
in our thinking about climate change and about Bangladesh, it also contrasted with
other future visions in the delta – namely, futures of optimistic industrial growth.
Mere kilometres north of the house lay a burgeoning industrial corridor. Here, the
future of the delta was laid out in new factories, pipelines, and liquid petroleum gas
(LPG) storage facilities such as those in Figure 2. These contrasting images of growth
and collapse seem to embody both cause and consequences of global warming. Yet,
their simultaneity and spatial proximity also disturb simple explanations of Bangla-
desh’s relationship to climate change and efforts to stem its effects.

In this paper, I suggest that these images, and more importantly the futures they
signal, are radically dissonant. This dissonance is not just apparent in the juxtaposition
of poverty and economic growth. Rather, it is that they portray two seemingly incom-
mensurate visions of the future – inevitable collapse versus boundless economic growth
– within the same time and space. This article asks how these visions of the future

Figure 1. House on an Eroding Bank, Mongla, Bangladesh (photo: author).
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occupy and articulate with each other in the delta’s present. What kind of constrictions
emerge as competing projects to actualise these futures crowd into the fragile delta
ecology? To ethnographically engage these questions in Bangladesh’s imperilled south-
west is to confront what I call delta temporalities – the dissonant and possibly incom-
mensurate imaginations of the future, and more importantly the projects seeking to
bring them about, that proliferate in and shape the delta at the present moment.

For the past four years, I have been exploring various efforts to shape the future and
socio-material grounds of the delta. Tracking these interventions has taken me from
conservation efforts to port development and dredging to new industrial construction
and energy initiatives. These efforts are dispersed throughout various corners of this
precarious landscape. They appear to operate at radically different registers – from
the remaking of peasant livelihoods to the refashioning of regional political economies.
Here, I bring these disparate ethnographic encounters into a single frame precisely to
highlight their present day and future constrictions. The picture that emerges is
complex and jammed. Seen as a whole, these dispersed interventions to transform
the delta are converging to radically compromise – and constrict – the prospects of
human and non-human life in region.

Beckoning multiple – often seemingly incompatible – futures, the Bengal delta has
emerged as a chokepoint not only of space, but also of time. It is a space where compet-
ing visions of the future – one involving precarity, the other growth – are beginning to
choke each other out. These dynamics of mutual negation owe much to the peculiar

Figure 2. Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) storage facility, Mongla, Bangladesh, (photo: author).
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geography of deltas and the imaginations they court. Today, Bangladesh, and especially
its southwest delta are operatively over-imagined in global and regional consciousness.
These evoke intense responses and projects that articulate, alternatively, anxiety about
the climate affected future and the possibility of integrating the delta, and Bangladesh at
large, into global political economies. As hinted in the contrasting images of eroding
decay and petrochemical development above, these visions are superimposed onto a
delta landscape that increasingly struggles to bear the weight of these different future
imaginaries.

In what follows, I theorise deltas as ‘temporal chokepoints’ of the Anthropocene:
spatial and temporal conjunctures in which a profusion of future possibilities are con-
stricted and constrained. Within them, the possibilities that any of these futures might
come to pass is thrown into question not only by the multitude of possible outcomes,
but also by the material constraints of the kinds of spaces into which these visions
crowd. There are many such Anthropocenic chokepoints – the imperilled coastal
city, the threatened arctic habitat, the acidifying coral reef. Deltas, and especially the
Bengal delta, constitute critical temporal chokepoints in an era of climate change
because they are sites that are both vital and vulnerable – central to the ongoing exist-
ence of human community at both regional and global scales (Collier & Lakoff 2014).
Moreover, they seem to offer previews of multiple futures and opportunities to inter-
vene in them. I then, after briefly situating the delta’s history, take you on an ethno-
graphic trip up the Poshur river, through the Sundarbans, the world’s largest
remaining mangrove forest, and into the industrial corridor beyond. In doing so, I
explore the interplay between discursive imagination and present materiality of three
different future-oriented trajectories in the delta. Each of these possible futures
become lodged in the delta’s landscape and constrict each other in the present, illustrat-
ing some of the dynamics of the contemporary temporal chokepoint that is the Bengal
delta.

Deltas as Chokepoints In/Of Time

In recent years, the Bengal delta has emerged as potent space for both producing and
managing a range of anxieties about the future (Marzec 2015; Harms 2018). Against
the backdrop of climate change, the delta has been reinvented as a future accident
unfolding in slow motion (Nixon 2013) – a space that provides a preview of and oppor-
tunity to manage future catastrophic events – cyclones, the collapse of river embank-
ments, inundation by rising seas, and more (Cons 2018; Paprocki 2018a). It is not
surprising that deltas at large, and the Bangladesh delta in particular, have emerged
as hot spots of climate anxiety. Deltas – especially those situated in the global south
– are at once sites critical to regional economic growth, fragile habitats, and sites of
acute climate vulnerability (IPCC 2007).1 In other words, they are spaces that not
only are likely to experience a multitude of effects of global warming, but also are
spaces from which those effects are likely to be distributed and amplified, with
serious implications for economic growth, ecological stability, and human
displacement.
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This is particularly true of the Bengal delta. The delta for the Ganges, the Brahma-
putra, and the Meghna river, it is the largest delta in the world. It is bisected by the
India-Bangladesh border and the border fence constructed by India in an attempt to
impose territorial regularity and security onto a notoriously recent and fragmented bor-
derland. On the Bangladesh side of the border, the delta is home to approximately 20
million people in a country that is among the most population dense in the world.
Should massive human displacement occur in the delta, it is unlikely that the displaced
could be contained within the borders of the country, a reality that increasingly drives
not only local but also global security anxieties and agendas (Cons 2018). The delta
houses the mangrove forest of the Sundarbans, acutely threatened by climate change.
It is a space which is not only a refuge for charismatic endangered megafauna such
as the Royal Bengal Tiger, but also a critical buffer zone from cyclones and storm
surges for urban areas in the delta. At the same time, transportation through and indus-
trial development in the delta is increasingly a key to Bangladesh’s growth and devel-
opment goals. In a range of efforts to meet these challenges, the Bengal delta has
become an epicentre of anticipatory planning and programming.

As many have argued, anticipatory governmentally is a zeitgeist of contemporary
planning (Lakoff 2008; Adams et al. 2009; Adey & Anderson 2011). Imaginative by
definition, anticipatory planning characterises a mode of intervention that envisions
future catastrophes and prepares to respond to their projected effects. Much work
over the past decade has traced this sea change in planning logic. Most theorists of
anticipation work with the implicit assumption that such anticipatory work converges
around a similar, if grim, vision of the future – what Anderson (2017), building on Kos-
seleck, terms the future’s expected otherness. As such, anticipatory planning around a
particular space or threat is understood to work with similar logics and towards similar
ends. The range of future catastrophic challenges and possibilities are diverse, but the
future within which they are imagined to unfold is, more or less, singular.

Yet, the imaginations of the delta as simultaneously a wasteland of imminently dis-
placed climate refugees, of the Sundarbans as a critical ecosystem in need of saving, and
of the delta region as an engine for industrial growth all operate at dissonant tempor-
alities and towards incommensurate ends. Arguably, there is no singular vision of the
future that encapsulates the range of imaginative projects unfolding within the
Bengal delta today. Catastrophic anticipatory programming mixes with projects that
promise that investments in development will yield tremendous socio-economic trans-
formation (Hetherington 2014). If one set of these projects are constructed on the ruins
of older anticipated futures of petroleum fuelled modernity, others constitute present
day promises about an optimistic future of economic growth (Appel et al. 2018).
There is, thus, considerable confusion over what the ontological status of the delta is,
or will be (Ogden 2011). Another way to put this is that utopian modernist visions
of industrial futures and climate affected visions of dystopian futures are unfolding in
the same place. Time – or more specifically, temporality – is out of joint.

These competing anticipations of respectively troubling and rosy futures drive
different kinds of programing that work at odds with one another. Often, they stand
in awkward juxtaposition. Occasionally, they negate one another. As these interventions
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map into the deltaic landscape, they produce the delta as a temporal chokepoint where
competing visions of the future not only become lodged in the landscape but potentially
choke each other out. As we argue in the introduction to this special issue, chokepoints
are sites where constriction both threatens and enables a broad network of connections
upon which contemporary life depends (Carse et al. 2020). An anthropology of choke-
points holds out the possibility of rethinking these vital spaces from the inside out: to
understand how chokepoint dynamics shape not only chokepoints themselves, but the
broad distributed networks to which they are connected. Chokepoints may appear at
specific places on the map, but they are also profoundly temporal in nature – construc-
tive, constraining, and enabling and disabling the timely movement and circulation of
people, goods, and other things. Here, I push this understanding a step further to
suggest that we understand time and efforts to bring about or forestall future change
as itself a kind of flow that adheres and is constricted within and through chokepoints.

Temporal chokepoints, then, are best thought of as conjunctures within which future
possibility is constrained.2 They are spaces and moments in which the range of possible
futures, the timeframes in which they may be brought about, and the material available
to unfold future oriented projects are choked in ways that eliminate some possible out-
comes and may, indeed, threaten all. There are a range of phenomena which might pro-
ductively be understood as temporal chokepoints. For example, a genetic bottleneck
occurs when there is a sharp reduction in the size of a population, such as the mass
shooting of American Bison during the frontier railroad expansion of the nineteenth
century. Such a die-off radically constrains the genetic material available for future gen-
erations. The genetic diversity of a future population is thus constrained and choked at a
particular moment in time – a temporal chokepoint. Another example, more proximate
to this paper’s argument, is the contemporary epoch writ large – an era in which carbon
emissions produced through human industry are inexorably altering and constraining a
range of possible planetary futures, demanding a new set of reckonings with temporality
and scale (Chakrabarty 2008).

In this sense, deltas, and especially the Bengal delta, might be key chokepoints of the
Anthropocene – spaces dense with the conjuncture of future imaginations, present day
projects, and a landscape dense with sedimented histories and undergoing rapid
environmental change. As the delta is over-imagined in various scenarios of future
time and outcome, it increasingly becomes a staging ground upon which these
futures are actualised and/or forestalled. These projects appear to work towards incom-
mensurate ends. The failure to recognise these disjunctures is, arguably, itself a threat to
regional and global futures. As important, these visions themselves seem to understand
deltas only through an anticipatory lens, failing to consider the historical trajectories
that are equally complicit in producing the delta as a temporal chokepoint.

Delta Histories

The future orientation of much of the work in the delta at the moment makes it easy to
overlook the multiple histories of this region. Yet, these delta histories are crucial to
understanding the convergence of future imaginaries in the present. If the delta is a
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chokepoint of the future, it is equally a space composed of multiple historical trajec-
tories. These histories have shaped the delta as both an imagined and material space.
While a full exploration of these histories is beyond the scope of this paper, it is critical
to trace several.

Throughout the colonial and postcolonial period, the Sundarbans region at large has
been understood and managed as, in the words of Paul Greenough, ‘a vast wetland fron-
tier’ (1998: 263). The region has long been characterised by tension between imagin-
ations of the mangrove space as a wasteland and as a critical ecology with both
national, imperial, and global import. Within these competing frames, catastrophe
and conservation have long figured as central concerns of imperial and state manage-
ment (Iqbal 2010; Jalais 2010; Bhattacharyya 2018). As a frontier space, it has regularly
defied attempts to make it manageable. It is a protean landscape where water, people,
animals, and goods are constantly on the move. Even the land itself stubbornly
refuses to remain fixed in space. The Sundarbans have thus consistently challenged pro-
jects relying on Manichean distinctions between wet and dry, Hindu and Muslim, Ban-
gladesh and India, fresh water and salt water and more. The intermediary state of the
Sundarbans and the delta in which it sits constitutes what I have elsewhere called a
damp ontology (Cons Forthcoming). The material conditions of this region destabilise
categories and trouble a range of projects of rule predicated on the fixity of things like
land, rivers, borders, and property (Chatterji 1999; Van Schendel 2005; Bhattacharyya
2018). At the same time, the delta region has repeatedly been imagined as a resource
frontier – for agricultural land, fish and seafood, timber, and more. As such, it is a
zone that has defied attempts to make it legible and manageable even as it has been
framed as a space of imaginative planning and opportunity (Cons & Eilenberg 2019).

Layered on top of the damp ontology of the delta are its histories of development.
These are critical to, even as they are systematically erased from, most contemporary
discussions of environmental change. The delta is an island landscape. Many of these
islands were embanked in the 1960s by the World Bank funded Coastal Embankment
Projects (CEP). The goal of the CEP was to facilitate the adoption of Green Revolution
high-yield varietal rice production, turning the delta into a bread-basket for greater
Pakistan. This high modernist vision (Scott 1998) of landscape transformation under-
went dramatic shifts under structural adjustment in the 1980s and 1990s, when frozen
seafood, and particularly shrimp, was identified as an export market for Bangladesh.
The very infrastructure of embankments used to keep water out for Green Revolution
production helped keep water in for brackish water aquaculture (Paprocki & Cons
2014). Since the 1980s, shrimp has been a boom industry in the delta that has driven
vast environmental and demographic change, including land grabbing and salination
of soil through seepage, (Adnan 2013; Paprocki & Cons 2014). The greedy land
demands of shrimp aquaculture has been a force that has driven migration out from
the delta, both to urban areas in Bangladesh and across the border into India.

The delta is, thus, a space where future possibility, present day materialities shaped
and conditioned by more-than-human forces, and historical politics of land mix in par-
ticularly unstable ways and to particularly troublesome ends. The temporal chokepoint
of the delta region is not only, then, a bottleneck of future possibility. It is equally a
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space within which multiple historical trajectories produce what Gastón Gordillo calls a
‘raw excess of terrain,’ a landscape which is irreducible to human experiences of it even
as it shapes human actions within it (Gordillo 2018: 61). Indeed, even the place of the
Human within this more-than-human landscape has itself become contested – and
constricted.

Future Conservations

At the heart of conversations about the delta’s future, as well as its past, lies the Sundar-
bans. A global biosphere preserve and UNESCO World Heritage site, the Sundarbans
matters in both material and more speculative ways. On the one hand, the Sundarbans
presents a critical zone that must be protected for the continuance of life in the delta.
Even as the mangroves shrink due to degradation and encroachment, they continue
to have broad distributed geographies and effects. The mangroves themselves provide
a buffer zone, protecting urban areas in the delta (notably Kolkata in India and
Khulna in Bangladesh) from cyclones and storm surges. Without the mangroves,
much of the delta would be exposed to the periodic furry of the Bay of Bengals. The
mangroves are thus also an ecological vital system – one that is both critical to contem-
porary life and profoundly vulnerable to disruption (Collier & Lakoff 2014).

Yet, the Sundarbans matters in more symbolic ways as well. It is a space that has
come to stand in for the fragility of nature in the face of climate change at both regional
and global scales. As such, it is over-imagined in contemporary debates over environ-
mental change, at once seeming to matter more than its surrounding environs and
standing in for them. One example of this is the ubiquitous use of the now famous
Landsat 7 image of the Sundarbans in discussions of climate and the environment
(see Figure 3). The image dramatically captures the Sundarbans as a starkly defined
space, cordoned off from its surroundings and seemingly vulnerable and at risk of
immanent destruction. The image, reproduced in a range of spaces – including, for
example, the cover of the American edition of Amitav Ghosh’s (2017) popular
reading of climate change, The Great Derangement – evokes a threatened space, an
early battleground in the fight for climate futures.

If the Landsat image seems to speak to global climate futures, another, and perhaps
more familiar way in which the Sundarbans comes to signal climate vulnerability is
through the image of the endangered Royal Bengal tiger. As Annu Jalais argues, the cos-
mopolitan nature of the tiger – its seemingly universal appeal and ubiquitous represen-
tation – produces a range of problematic relationships between wildlife in the forest and
those who make their livings in and along its borders. As she notes, ‘the universally pro-
pagated ideas about tigers… perpetrates a coercive and unequal relationship between
… those who partake of the cosmopolitan tiger versus those who “live” with tigers, real
forest-living ones’ (2008: 26). In other words, the tiger stalks both the real and imagined
space of the Sundarbans. But the image of the tiger as the iconic representation of the
Sundarbans and the realities of tiger ecologies in the mangroves interplay in troubling
ways.

* * *
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I’m sitting in the courtyard of a house in Joymonir, a village hemmed in on three
sides by the Poshur river, the Shela river, and the Sundarbans. The decaying house
speaks of earlier comparative wealth – the building is constructed from concrete and
stone – but also of more recent financial decline. The family who live here has recently
lost their cow to a tiger. Momin, the patriarch of the family, explains what happened.

The whole year long, I have been tying that cow and feeding her in our home. But after the
recent rice harvest, I let her free to graze on the dhan [paddy]. After some time, I saw my
cow had not returned home. We searched other houses but could not find the cow… . Later,
I got the news that the tiger had gotten her inside the jungle.

Such events, while not exactly common, are happening with increasing frequency for
those who live on the border of the Sundarbans in Bangladesh. In a landscape domi-
nated by shrimp and crab ponds (ghers), there is a limited amount of grazing land
for livestock. Families like Momin’s therefore often let their cows graze freely, thus
allowing them to illegally enter the mangrove forest, where they can access a range of
nutrient rich flora. The number of tigers in the forest is a hotly disputed topic. Some
studies suggest that tiger numbers in Bangladesh’s Sundarbans are in decline, others
that they are holding steady. However, all agree that the numbers are unsustainably
low. The prolific figure of the tiger, in marked contrast to the dwindling numbers of
actual existing tigers, is present in almost every representation, project, and discussion
of the Sundarbans. NGOs in the region liberally sprinkle tiger-oriented projects
amongst their various climate change related ventures. These often take the form of

Figure 3. Landsat 7 Image of the Sundarbans, NASA.
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things like ‘Tiger Widow’s Funds’ for women who have lost their husbands to tigers
while they work in the Sundarbans. Other organisations, such as the dramatically
titled ‘Wild Team,’ work hand in hand with the government of Bangladesh to
implement tiger conservation and awareness schemes.

Tigers in the Sundarbans are, indeed, under threat. Hunted by poachers for the
lucrative trade in teeth and pelts, and facing the challenges of declining habitat and
decreasing fresh water, they prey on livestock and, occasionally, people who live at
the border with the forests. What has ensued is a familiar story of human/animal
conflict. Cows, like the one lost byMomin’s family, often are among the most significant
assets owned by peasants living along the Sundarbans. Their loss can represent a cata-
strophic blow to family finances. In this case, the loss is double, as the cow was pregnant
and due to give birth within the next few days. As we talk, Rokeya, the aging matriarch
of the family repeatedly breaks into tears. ‘My heart is going to break,’ she tells me.
‘Today we are not eating anything.’ The government of Bangladesh runs a livestock
insurance scheme whereby people who lose livestock to tigers can get modest compen-
sation. However, families are only eligible if they can prove that their livestock was not
grazing in the restricted space of the jungle at the time of the attack. That can be
difficult. Even when families muster evidence that their animals were attacked
outside the forest, suspicious authorities often assume otherwise. This family’s loss
was compounded by a fear of arrest for having allowed their cattle to illegally enter
the mangroves. ‘This morning, some people in the area threatened us,’ Rokeya tells
me. ‘They say the government will make a case against us. Now, our heart has come
into our mouth. Maybe they will capture us and take us to the prison cell. What will
happen, we cannot say.’

Such anxieties and losses speak to the ways that the borderlands of the Sundarbans –
both the forests and the communities living along them – are an increasingly con-
stricted space. As agricultural and grazing land decreases and habitats for forest
fauna become more and more constrained, communities living along the Sundarbans,
animals within the mangroves, and those who police protected forest areas are increas-
ingly drawn together in new configurations. The delta is thus a stage for new constric-
tions of life itself. For those who live along and make their living within the Sundarbans,
the question of what kind of life matters – tigers or humans – is one that constrains
possibilities and governs the distinction between the protected and the criminalised
(Jalais 2010).

In communities along the boundary with the Sundarbans, Wild Team, in collabor-
ation with the Forestry Department, has set up ‘Village Tiger Response Teams’
(VTRTs). Immediately identifiable in their bright coloured t-shirts and vests, these
community-based teams serve as voluntary stewards of the jungle’s cats. They are
tasked with educating communities about the value of protecting tigers and the Sundar-
bans. Yet, they offer few alternatives for families with decreasing grazing space and
dwindling livelihood opportunities. The project of preserving the forests for tigers is
seemingly a vision that does little to consider the everyday lives of those who live
near and work within it.
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A similar story can be told about many government and NGO programmes put in
place to facilitate conservation in the Sundarbans. The goal of these programmes is to
protect the mangroves and their residents by gradually reducing the extraction of
resources from within them. Collecting timber has been made illegal. A licensing pro-
gramme, in place since the colonial period, which provides permits for fishing and crab-
bing in the Sundarbans, has become more and more restrictive. Certain sized nets have
been banned. The forest is closed during certain months. The number of permits avail-
able has been sharply reduced. The thrust of all of these programmes is that commu-
nities living along the Sundarbans boundaries must bear huge costs of its
conservation. While industry in the Sundarbans region poses a clear existential threat
to the forest, it also proves an intractable problem to address (more on this below).
Anthropogenic change in the mangroves – the result of both proximate and remote
forces – will thus be managed primarily by keeping anthropos out of the forest.

Policies to constrict human presence in the mangroves produce their own kinds of
work-arounds. The pressure to circumvent forest policies is heightened by the fact that
there has been a general collapse in the agricultural labour market due to the prolifer-
ation shrimp aquaculture, which requires radically less labour than rice (Paprocki &
Cons 2014). The expansion of shrimp and the growth of crabs as an export industry
has pushed more and more people into the forests at the very time that the government
of Bangladesh has committed to reducing their presence. Fisherman complain bitterly
that they now are more and more beholden to forest officials, who often demand bribes
to get permits. The permits themselves are no guarantee of safety in the forest. Most
fishermen I spoke with told me that a default assumption of law enforcement
officials is that people in the forest are in violation of some law or another. Often, I
was told, officials demand bribes from fishermen if they are intercepted in the man-
groves. While fisherman in the Sundarbans have always worked on the margins of
law, this new set of policies criminalising fishing practices has made it even harder
for them to access law enforcement and simultaneously more vulnerable to it. Fisher-
men address this by adopting new strategies and work-arounds, including travelling
to more remote spaces inside the jungle, illegally cutting timber, and experimenting
with poison fishing techniques (typically accomplished by damming a small canal
and dumping pesticides into it) (Ahmed et al. 2019). As one fisherman told me, ‘If
we get fishing permits we can survive. If not, then what can we do? There is no way
to survive except stealing. We have to cut the jungle.’

Conservation programmes in the Sundarbans are emblematic of climate program-
ming in the delta. There is no shortage of imaginations of the future values and uses
of land. Implicit in these programmes are competing answers to the question of what
should be done with the people – especially peasants, landless labourers, and
fisherman who make their living in the forests – who live within it? If the Sundarbans
is represented as a space that must be saved, much of the rest of the delta is regularly
imagined as a disappearing zone on which residents are leading lives at risk of imma-
nent loss – an image vividly captured by photos of houses perched on eroding embank-
ments, such as Figure 1. These renderings of the delta as a near future wasteland
provokes policy and programming responses by state institutions and NGOs that
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alternately imagine the delta’s residents as abject sufferers, as culprits in environmental
degradation, and as footloose climate refugees posing immanent security threats.

Kasia Paprocki points out that such representations contribute to a troubling global
rendering of Bangladesh as a ‘climate shithole.’ As she writes,

these dystopic climate narratives share parallels with Donald Trump’s already-fabled description
of ‘shithole countries,’ migrants from which he believes are not desirable. Even in [their] more
humanitarian guise, [this] narrative similarly conjures up a country defined by powerlessness,
inferiority, dependency, and failure. (Paprocki 2018b)

As she demonstrates, such logics are fundamental to defining and instrumentalising an
‘adaptation regime’ in and beyond Bangladesh that mobilises an imagination of climate
dystopia in the service of legitimising interventions that transition people out of rural
livelihoods and into urban areas (Paprocki 2018a). This transition is predicated on
the imagination of peasant life in the delta as impossible, and fuels a vision of Bangla-
desh’s future as depeasantised, urban, and manufacturing-based.3

Affiliated geopolitical projects imagine the delta’s populations as future threats to
regional and global stability. In response, a wave of development interventions in the
region have taken the delta borderland as an experimental space for staging portable
humanitarian technologies designed to help keep people from migrating across
borders (Cons 2018). Conservation, development, and a growing security apparatus
in the delta thus articulate different and occasionally competing visions of a climate
affected future. Each of these interventions produce their own sets of contradictions
and constrictions. In doing so, while they all appear to work with similar assumptions,
they frame markedly different implications for climate change in the delta, the region,
and indeed the globe. These framings cohere at particular moments and disarticulate at
others. Yet, they also dramatically contrast with, and are choked by, future-oriented
projects that take the delta as an engine for growth.

Future Sedimentations

Riton and I are standing on a dredger in Ghashiyakhali, a canal linking the Port of
Mongla, Bangladesh’s second largest seaport, with Bagerhat, one of the main urban
areas in the delta. The dredger is run by an eight-man crew and is crowded with
bodies and equipment. We constantly shift about the deck, trying, unsuccessfully, to
stay out of the way. We watch as a black fountain of silt is pumped up and over the
canal’s steep and muddy banks. As we admire the transportation of silt from riverbed
to bank, strikingly beautiful against the slow winter sunset, we talk with Saleem, a senior
engineer for the Bangladesh InlandWaterway Transport Authority about the challenges
of keeping canals critical to transportation and shipping in the delta, open. This is an
increasingly complex affair. The Sundarbans region and Mongla port, its gateway, are
central to Bangladesh’s vision of economic development. This particular imagination
of the future is captured in the Vision 2021 plan, the government’s roadmap to achiev-
ing middle-income status by the 50th anniversary of the country’s independence. In this
vision, endorsed and supported by international development agencies such as the
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World Bank, Bangladesh will successfully balance the environmental challenges of
climate change with the imperatives of sustainable development, all the while develop-
ing export industries, especially ready-made garments, to bring more foreign direct
investment into the country.4

Key to Vision 2021 is greater national, regional, and global integration. Part of this
integration will be accomplished through the completion of the massive Padma Bridge
project, a long-delayed six-kilometer bridge that will serve to dramatically improve con-
nectivity between the country’s north and south, especially the southwest delta region.
Hence, the increasing import of Mongla. A decade ago, Mongla’s Port Authority loaded
and unloaded several hundred ships per year. Today, the number is closer to a thousand
and is projected to grow. The port itself is at the heart of not only national but also
regional political economies. China has recently agreed to invest almost $1 billion in
Mongla Port to build a series of new jetties, anticipating a massive increase in transport
traffic through the delta. India has committed funds to construct a major highway and
rail lines from the port to the border. While far removed from the path of the Asian
Highway discussed by Middleton in this special issue, Mongla is very much part of
the vision of interconnectedness embodied in China’s Belt and Road Initiative. As
such, the stakes in keeping things flowing through the delta are high. Mongla is not
a deep-water port. Though there are plans to dredge the Poshur river, on which it
sits, to a depth of 10 m, for now large container and tanker ships with a draft of
more than 5.5 m must anchor in Harbaria, 12 km south in the midst of the Sundarbans.
Here, they unload onto smaller barges for the remainder of the journey. Goods move on
fromMongla to other parts of the country on inland waterways such as Ghashiyakali. A
critical component of Mongla’s integration and development is thus maintaining river
channels running through the Sundarbans to Mongla and the canals linking it to other
urban areas in Bangladesh.

Therein lies the problem. In recent decades, siltation has become an increasing issue
for waterway navigation in Bangladesh. There are a number of reasons for this. The
most frequently discussed is the construction of upstream dams and barrages in
India – most notably, the Farakka Barrage. This Barrage, built on the Ganges and con-
structed in 1975, has been a persistent thorn in the side of India-Bangladesh relations
because it diverts significant amounts of water that once flowed into Bangladesh. Such
dams decrease downstream flow, meaning that the tiny particles of silt washed down-
stream from the Himalayas and through the alluvial delta, tend to sink to the bottom of
canals and river beds before they can be washed into the Bay of Bengal. The effects of
these remote blockages are compounded by local political economies of brackish water
shrimp aquaculture. Shrimp farmers regularly block feeder canals that flow into vital
passageways to capture water for their ponds. Keeping these feeder canals open is an
ongoing challenge. The shrimp industry represents the second largest source of
foreign investment in Bangladesh and thus is of critical import to plans for economic
development. Consequently, shrimpers can be hard to dislodge. ‘Already the shrimp
owners or the powerful men have blocked the canals again,’ Saleem tell us, as we
look out over the muddy banks of the canal. ‘So water cannot move from one place
to another easily. As a result, siltation rates are increasing.’
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These reductions in flow and their concomitant siltations have a range of critical and
potentially crippling effects. In 2014, for example, the Ghashiyakhali waterway had
become so choked with silt that people were able to walk across it on their way to
and from market. The siltation forced those who ply their trade by moving along Ban-
gladesh’s vast network of inland waterways to seek alternative, often riskier, routes. This
risk was dramatised in December of 2014, when the oil tanker Southern Star VII cap-
sized in the Shela river, spilling several hundred thousand litres of toxic furnace oil into
the Sundarbans. With a massive cleanup effort and the globally circulated images of oil-
soaked wildlife in the Sundarbans following in the wake of this accident, the Bangladesh
government began a massive dredging campaign to reopen Ghashiyakhali (see Figure
4). Combatting siltation was necessary for both trade and protecting the fragile ecosys-
tem from the risk it entailed. ‘This route is essential,’ Saleem tells us, ‘for saving the Sun-
darbans.’ Now, having dredged 20 million cubic metres of silt from the canal, Saleem
and his team have managed to get the canal open again, creating a navigable channel
100 m in width and 5 m in depth. The remnants of this ongoing work are everywhere
along Ghashiyakhali’s banks. These banks, currently bare of greenery, tower over the
canal. Here and there, landless families have moved in, constructing new homesteads
that will ultimately be swept away in further waves of dredging. Fine, powdery silt
pumped from the river bottom through dredge machines coats fields, trees, even the

Figure 4. Dredge pipe on Ghashiakhali (photo: author).
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interiors of mosques and schools hundreds of metres from the bank. To keep the canal
open will require dredge teams to operate constantly, a reality that is likely to be part of
everyday life for some time to come. ‘All the time we are dredging,’ says Saleem. ‘It is
going on.’

The dredging work is nonstop not only in the canals fanning north fromMongla, but
also in the rivers leading to the port through the Sundarbans, especially the critical
Poshur river which links Mongla to the Bay of Bengal along which ships headed to
the port must travel. Deltas are naturally sites of both dispersal and constriction,
spaces that distribute water, silt, goods, people, and more through narrow and intermit-
tently sticky passageways. Yet, in recent decades, due to both proximate and remote
anthropogenic change, the Bengal delta has become stickier, even as the volume of
things flowing through it has increased. The more that flows through it, the more
choked it becomes. This combination of constriction and flow demands constant,
active, and often anxious management. Breakdowns in this attempt to mediate flow
manifest not only in crippling slowdowns, but potentially catastrophic accidents,
such as the sinking of tanker ships. The future vision of Bangladeshi development
thus produces its own chokepoint dynamics in the present.

Future Energies

If dredging highlights one moment of friction between projects seeking to actualise
various futures in the delta and the materiality of the delta’s landscape, a more dramatic
illustration is apparent in the industrial corridor expanding northward from Mongla.
The corridor, which runs along the Poshur river, is made up of towering cement fac-
tories, a newly expanded and still largely empty export processing zone, a gas pipeline,
and a bevy of new LPG gas storage facilities like the ones pictured at the outset of this
essay. All of these plants lie, formally, in the Ecologically Critical Area (ECA) of the
Sundarbans, an area within which industrial activity is prohibited by the 1995 Bangla-
desh Environmental Conservation Act. Yet, these new factories have all received special
permission from the government for construction. All of these plants rely on the Poshur
river for transport. Materials either move back and forth to them from Mongla port, or
they load and unload directly onto private jetties. These plants raise pressing questions
about the future of the Sundarbans. Each releases additional waste in the Poshur river.
Each involves additional shipping traffic through the port with its attendant environ-
mental impacts. And each carries its own potential for future accidents. Yet, nowhere
are these risks more apparent than in the Rampal Power Plant project.

The plant will be a 1320-megawatt coal-burning plant and is currently being con-
structed 12 km upstream of Mongla port and 14 km upstream of the Sundarbans.
Since it was first proposed in 2010, the plant has been a subject of constant protest
by environmental groups in Bangladesh and beyond. Organizations such as
UNESCO have condemned its construction, arguing that it will have catastrophic
effects on the Sundarbans. The potential risks are multiple. Water used in the cooling
processes at the plant threatens to raise water temperatures flowing through the Sundar-
bans. Particulates from the coal that the plant will burn threaten to dramatically
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increase air pollution in the mangroves. Both of these could hasten degradation within
the forest and have dramatic impacts on fauna within it. Beyond the risks of industrial
pollution, the spectre of more immediate accidents loom. The delta region sits on a
seismic zone – the Eocene Hinge Zone – that many argue is over-due for a massive
earthquake (Nath et al. 2014). Such a quake could conceivably topple the plant and
spill toxic biproducts, such as mercury, into the mangroves. Yet, within the Bangladesh
government, such concerns have largely fallen on deaf ears. The plant is central to the
government’s vision of energy security in the twenty-first century and to regional econ-
omic integration. Despite ongoing lawsuits and attempts to block it, construction pro-
ceeds apace and most believe that the investment in construction has reached a point
where there is little possibility of stopping the plant. As a former landowner turned
anti-Rampal activist told us, ‘We have completely failed. There is nothing left to do
for this movement.’

When I first visited the plant site, in December of 2016, 900 acres had been cleared
and a large perimeter fence built around it. An additional 700 acres have been secured
for future expansion. The fence enclosed a vast and eerily empty space. Within it, only a
handful of temporary structures had been raised, along with a monument commemor-
ating the laying of the plant’s foundation stone. A 10 km-long, raised four-lane highway
(constructed on silt dredged from the Poshur river) had been built, connecting the plant
to the Khulna-Mongla highway. People who had previously lived in the area had been
displaced into landless encampments surrounding the plant and now lived in the
shadow of both the perimeter fence and the elevated highway. Jobs were scarce.
Insult was added to the injury of the displacement by the fact that the construction com-
panies working in the power plant and on the road were importing their labour rather
than hiring locals.

The plant stands as a monument to regional integration and cooperation with India.
The plant is a joint partnership between India’s state-owned National Thermal Power
Corporation (NTPC) and Bangladesh’s Power Development Board. The official name of
the plant and the company that will run it is the Bangladesh-India Friendship Power
Company. When we first visited Rampal in 2015, Riton and I were warmly welcomed
by the director of the plant construction. He gave us a tour of the perimeter walls, taking
us up into the watchtowers at the corner of the construction site. From there we looked
out over the vast silt bed of the plant and the sun-washed Poshur river where barges
with construction material were docked. Over tea and snacks, the director patiently
answered our questions, assuring us that based on environmental assessments carried
out by NTPC that the plant would have negligible impacts on the ecology of the
mangroves.

When we returned in January of 2018, much had changed. The plant construction
had raced ahead. Where a year before were only a few scattered buildings, now the
plant was emerging. The roads, were being expanded from a four lane to an eight-
lane highway. In our previous visit, we simply walked in to the plant. Now, there was
a check-post preventing visitors from entering the site. In the land around the power
plant, rumours were circulating that the government would acquire even more land
and force people living near Rampal to move once again. As one woman, who operated
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a tea stall catering to construction workers on the plant told us, ‘Many people have been
forced to move on the road like beggars. We will soon have to do those things too. We
have no alternative.’

The Rampal Powerplant is exemplary of the challenges of the delta chokepoint in the
current conjuncture. There is a pressing need for Bangladesh to achieve greater energy
security in order to facilitate ongoing economic development. This is a point that every
activist I spoke with in the region impressed on me. As our friend Anis, a prominent
opponent of the plant, put it, ‘we are not opposed to development, but building this
plant so close to our Sundarbans is the mistake.’ The reasons for the plant’s location
near the Sundarbans are uncertain. Access to the Poshur river for transportation of
coal is one often cited reason. Others argue that the Rampal area was chosen because
it is a stronghold of the ruling Awami League party. While there may be dispute over
the actual impact of the plant, the location itself does seem to signal a range of chal-
lenges. The Poshur, upstream of Mongla, becomes increasingly shallow. To get coal
to the plant will require large coal ships to anchor in Harbaria and off-load onto
barges for transportation upriver to Rampal. The increased traffic this will cause puts
additional dredging pressure on Mongla’s port authority, the organisation in charge
of the Poshur river, and raises the stakes in keeping the channels free. The risks inherent
in this transportation manifested in April 2018 when a cargo vessel carrying 776 metric
tons of coal foundered on a submerged embankment in Harbaria, spilling its cargo into
the river.

If these immediate challenges characterise the difficulty of doing business in a delta
chokepoint, they also point to the broader contradictions and challenges embodied in
the pursuit of multiple futures in the delta. The Rampal plant, the industrial corridor of
which it is part, and the plans to turn the delta into an engine of economic development
all threaten the ongoing existence of the Sundarbans. At the same time, without the
Sundarbans as a buffer, all of these projects would be exposed to the full force of
cyclones from the bay. The very projects that threaten the forest’s existence rely on
its survival. The Rampal Power Plant, then, epitomises the dilemma of the delta’s tem-
poral chokepoint. The delta region appears to be at a critical conjuncture, where com-
peting visions of the future, and projects seeking to bring them about, are rapidly
reaching an impasse.

Negotiating Temporal Chokepoints

We’re having a cup of tea with Mongla’s Upazila Nirbahi Officer (UNO), the effective
chief governmental minister for Mongla. We have waited for this meeting for almost an
hour, watching as the UNO signs various petitions for a crowded room full of people.
Now, it’s lunch time and the office has cleared out. The UNO has kindly invited us to
stay and talk. Since meeting the UNO at a Mongla development fair a week previously,
I’ve been thinking about his place in the balancing act of industrial growth and conser-
vation in the Sundarbans region. While, as we’ve seen, the politics of each of its different
future imaginaries bleed across scales, the man in front of us is, perhaps, most directly
responsible for navigating these competing futures on the ground. As we settle into our
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lunchtime conversation, the UNO patiently outlines the problems and opportunities
apparent in the Sundarbans region – declining resources like fresh water and ecological
degradation, river bank erosion, industrial growth, protecting the Sundarbans from
further anthropogenic change, etc. I ask him if it’s possible to navigate these challenges
and, if so, what the future holds for communities adjacent to the mangroves.

‘First,’ he tells me, ‘you need good will.’What he means by this, he explains, is a will-
ingness on the part of residents to meet the challenges of co-management in the Sundar-
bans. In other words, such communities must be prepared to bear some of the costs of
conserving the forest – more restrictive fishing policies, more vigorous policing of the
mangroves, more presence of VTRTs training villagers about the importance of tigers.
This is simply a reality of contemporary life in the delta. But, he continues, ‘we need
much labor here in Mongla. There are lots of construction opportunities here. You
need skilled labor for this, but you also need unskilled. So there are opportunities for
people who work in the Sundarbans there.’ This is undoubtedly true. Construction in
the industrial corridor of the Sundarbans is vigorous. There are opportunities here for
work, provided one can contract with a company that will hire locally. ‘Third, there is
tourism. Many people here will depend on tourism in the future.’ This is also a refrain
I have heard often. The tourism industry in Bangladesh has, historically, struggled to
bring visitors in from outside. But more to the point, the tourism industry relies on
people with boats large enough to accommodate groups of tourists in relative luxury
and the armed guards required by the Forest Service to enter the Sundarbans. In short,
resources far in excess of what most who live and work along the Sundarbans borders
can manage. Moreover, it relies on the ongoing existence of the Sundarbans itself.

The UNO is aware of and openly acknowledges these challenges. But given the range
of competing projects, interests, and investments in play in the delta, what else could he
say? The projects crowding into the delta at the present conjuncture appear to be
heading towards an impasse, where the narrow aperture of future possibility in an
era of climate change and industrial growth may be closing and projects seeking to
actualise these competing futures choke each other out. The material and ecological rea-
lities of the delta already auger significant challenges for those who struggle to make a
living within in them, even as they offer other imaginative opportunities for those who
seek to reframe land in the delta for other possible ends. Given this, one could interpret
the UNO’s response to my question as a commentary on the ways that peasant commu-
nities are devalued and erased within possible futures of conservation and/or industri-
alisation (Paprocki 2018a). But another possible interpretation of his commentary is the
sheer difficulty of coming to terms with the incommensurability of the futures crowding
into the delta’s choked present. The delta conjures multiple futures, but its damp
ground may not be able to support the contradictions at hand.

Conclusion

The landscape of the delta – its eroding river banks, its threatened mangrove habitats,
its increasingly saline drinking water and agricultural land – is wedged between future
logics and projects seeking to make these futures in the present. On the one hand, the
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delta is host to a profusion of projects that seek to forestall precarious futures of unfold-
ing climate catastrophe. Some of these projects seek to conserve the Sundarbans as a
critical ecology in which tigers and mangroves are prioritised over the peasants and
fishermen. Others imagine the delta landscape as a future wasteland in which the
central problem will be managing displaced populations. In doing so, as we have
seen, these projects often contribute to precarity in the present. On the other, the
delta is host to a range of projects promising economic growth and integration that
deny the material realities of ecological change and the impacts of industrial develop-
ment on it. Port expansion, dredging work, and new industrial development initiatives
frame a future of optimistic economic growth in the delta. Yet, at the same time, they
threaten the very ecological infrastructure – the Sundarbans – which allows them to
exist in the first place. Initiatives like the Rampal Power Plant may hasten the very cat-
astrophic futures that climate-oriented projects seek to forestall. All of these futures are
currently at play in the delta’s present. But not all can pass through the chokepoint of
time and space that is the delta at the current conjuncture.

The concept of a chokepoint – a space characteriszed by dynamics of constriction –
is, of course, but one way of conceiving the environmental and political challenges
facing the delta region in the present and future. But, as I argue here, thinking of the
delta as a space of future constriction proves fruitful in making sense of the delta’s con-
temporary and contradictory terrain. It animates a discussion of the uneasy negotiation
that emerges as visions of planetary threat from climate change collide with imperatives
for economic growth and development. Moreover, it illuminates the material conse-
quences of simultaneously attempting to bring about these competing future visions
in a space already saturated with water, sediment, mangroves, histories, and people
navigating tremendous socio-ecological change.

This essay, thus, posits the notion of a temporal chokepoint as a different way of con-
sidering contradictions that adhere in contemporary discussions of climate and other
competing futures. Temporal chokepoints, I suggest, are conjunctures where a range
of dissonant future imaginaries, and more specifically, projects that seek to realise
them, accumulate and squeeze into material spaces that might not be able to support
them. This constriction threatens to create a space where none of these imagined
futures will be brought into being. The dilemmas of temporal chokepoints, like the
Bengal delta, capture and enact a broader set of challenges that adhere around the
Anthropocene even as they offer a vivid and perhaps devastating early articulation of
what is at stake in such spaces. Thinking of the delta as a temporal chokepoint asks
us to bring different, and seemingly mutually exclusive projects and paradigms into
relational frame. It provides a way to think the delta and the challenges of its future
and present ethnographically – to draw together dispersed narratives and to think
with and past the discursive gaps and risks that adhere in more singular engagements
with environmental risk in a late industrial world (Fortun 2012). As such, mapping the
ways that competing future imaginaries and their attending present day projects threa-
ten to choke each other out offers a way to understand and call attention to the contra-
dictions inherent in climate hot spots around the world. While it offers no easy
solutions to their navigation, it demands that we highlight the chokepointed nature
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of zones such as the Bengal delta, and ask not just about the challenges of confronting a
singular future, but about the consequences of not engaging the multiple possible
futures that are currently remaking the present.

Notes

1. As a recent comment in Nature tracking degradation across global deltas in the face of climate
change puts it, ‘the window to stabilize the world’s deltas is closing fast’ (Giosan et al. 2014: 33).

2. I take the notion of conjuncture in a Gramscian (1971) sense: as the articulation of complex
forces (human and non-human) arranged in a given place at a given moment. Such conjunc-
tures are the outcomes of a broad but tracible array of articulations. As Tania Li writes, ‘a con-
juncture isn’t radically contingent: all of the elements that constitute it have histories and there
are spatial configurations that make certain pathways easier or more difficult’ (Li 2014: 150).

3. Such framings signal shifts away from the longstanding questions that have dominated agrarian
politics in both the delta and South Asia more broadly – questions of property, land, and
resource management (e.g. Mosse 1997) – and towards a reimagination of the delta space as
a wasteland, imminently devoid of productive peasant life, but not necessarily devoid of pro-
ductivity (Paprocki 2019).

4. For discussion of the Vision 2021 plan, see Center for Policy Dialogue 2007.
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